manual
loading
soluti ns

Joloda Hydraroll are the world leaders in loading
solutions. Supplying efficient, effective loading and
unloading systems for over 50 years.
thanks to our expert knowledge, we match the
right solution with the right business, every time.
And with an experienced network of over 30 global
distributors, we can help innovate, automate and
streamline your loading, wherever you are.
lightening loads across the world.

introducing our
manual loading soluti ns
Get things moving in a robust and reliable way with our manual loading solutions.
With innovative systems and processes, our solutions can help drive efficiency and safety.
If you’re looking for a cost-effective, modular, easy operation, easy install system,
our manual loading solutions are ideal for trucks, trailers, containers and more.
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Our Skate & Track loading systems offer the ultimate ease for manual
loading. Purposefully designed for trucks and lighter transport vehicles,
this efficient system lightens the load with the clever use of rolling
skates built into a sunken track and with no forklift truck needed to
enter the vehicle.
Looking for a slick yet simple system? It’s as easy as:

skate & track
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Place skates into
sunken tracks into the
floor of your vehicle

Pull the handle to
raise the load

YO U?

If your business is shifting heavy goods, from pallets and drums to slipsheets and heavy machinery, then Skate & Track will
revolutionise your ways of working. Struggle with limited space and no dock levellers? It’s the perfect system for this too.
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B E N E FITS?

No fork trucks required,
helping avoid product damage

Fail-safe system with front
and rear safety brakes

3.5

tonnes

Skates can lift and load up to
3.5 tonnes, no forklifts needed

Only one or two
people required

Minimum maintenance
with a self-cleaning system

Reduced carbon
footprint

Load is pushed/
pulled in or out of
the vehicle
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When a flexible, manual system is important, our Hydraroll Rollertrack
is the perfect solution. It has a pneumatic rise and fall floor to help you
unload all types of pallets and containers. It’s also designed to work with
your existing fleet of vehicles, either with full integration into the floor of
your fleet or as a modular system that can be retrofitted on top of the
existing floor.
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This system is integrated within the floor of your existing vans, trucks and
trailers. It can be built to your own specification, ensuring requirements such as
maximum loading height or unique configurations can be incorporated into a
system that helps you lighten the load.
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With just a flat surface needed in your vehicles, this pre-built and modular
system is the ultimate retrofit solution. With no permanent modifications
needed, a modular rollerbed system can be installed on the top of the
existing vehicle floor offering a simple and cost-effective conversion.

B E N E FITS?

Faster loading and unloading
of large or special heavy loads

Only one or
two people required

FOR

If you want faster loading, easier handling and reduction in forklift
damage, then this system offers a great solution. With systems available
for trucks, trailers and vans as well as full warehouse, our Rollertrack
system is all about lightening the load.

rollertrack
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100% safe during loading and
while cargo is in transit

Easy
maintenance

No fork trucks required,
helping avoid product damage

I NTRO D U C I N G… MO D U L AR
RO LLE RB E D – WARE H O U S E

modular rollerbed
– warehouse
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The Modular Rollerbed System (MRS) for warehouses is perfect for
converting and upgrading an existing warehouse space into a
fully-functioning cargo transit station. This modular system arrives
pre-built with an aluminium platform and integrated pneumatic rise
and fall roller tracks, meaning no modifications or civil works are
needed to existing structures. The innovative design means it can be
installed directly onto an existing concrete warehouse floor and with
quick and easy installation, it can be up and running in just a few days.

YO U?

If you’re looking to create new or increased air cargo handling capability then this is an expertly-designed modular and retrofit solution.
There is no need for complex designs or permanent changes to existing buildings, making it ideal for those who rent or short-term lease
premises or who need a quick solution to meet increasing business demands.
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Transform any warehouse
in a few hours

Faster loading and unloading
of large or special heavy loads

100% safe during loading and
movement around warehouse

Reduces maintenance
and increases airbag life

No fork trucks required,
helping avoid product damage

I NTRO D U C I N G…POW E RE D
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As a fully-automated solution, our powered cargo roller system is
perfect for handling air cargo. It is a combination of pneumatic rise and
fall roller tracks and pneumatic-electric operated drive rollers, making
it ideal for handling heavy and oversized air cargo loads. It boasts a
remote operated system that can be controlled by a single operative
and full integration into the vehicle floor. As there are no hydraulics at
all, this system is the perfect solution for air-side loading operations.

powered
cargo rollers
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This system is a must for transport and logistics companies handling heavy and oversized air cargo loads including aero engines, or who
need a reliable, robust automated loading solution. Its low-tech yet robust design combined with ease of use and very simple maintenance,
makes the system ideal for air cargo transport operations around the globe.
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Load air cargo containers
safely and efficiently,
with no product damage

More eco-friendly,
with no oil equired

No fork trucks required,
helping avoid product damage

100% safe during
loading and while
goods are in transit

Easy
maintenance

Roll-out is prevented when
power is not applied with
the braked motor

container
loading systems

container
lifting systems
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I N T R O D U C I N G …C O N TA I N E R L I F T I N G SY S T E M S

Similar in design to the Skate and Track system but with added hydraulics,
this solution is specifically designed for loading sea and box containers.
Capable of dealing with some of the largest and heaviest goods, this system
comfortably handles pallets from 1.2m up to 13.5m and weights of up to 27tn.
For ultimate flexibility, temporary tracks are placed on top of a container
floor allowing goods to be rolled over and when no longer needed, these
tracks can be quickly and easily removed.

This hydraulic lifting system, known as MDS, is purposefully designed to lift
sea containers from the chassis to the ground, or vice versa. Ideal for remote
sites thanks to legs that can be easily attached and removed with just a
small fork-lift, this lightweight system handles up to 35tn and has added
capability to help level containers with the loading platform.
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This system is ideal for the speedy shifting of large, heavy loads without
needing to invest in open-top containers. And when it comes to fragile or
high-value loads, it offers a solution that reduces product damage as goods
are moved in a more controlled way.

The MDS system is the perfect combination of low-tech design, simple
operation and cost effectiveness for low to mid-range container handling.
This smart system is a wise alternative investment to a heavy-duty fork lift and
is a great way to level containers that are being moved to or from a platform.
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Load and unload
containers of
any length

Reduce risk of
damage to goods

Save on
loading time

27
tonnes

Can load
up to
27 tonnes
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Single person
operation

35
tonnes

Offload and reload
up to 35 tonne
containers anywhere

B E N E FITS?
Efficient 20-minute
container
turnaround time

Modular design for
simple maintenance

want to lighten your load with one of our
industry-leading manual loading solutions?
get in touch with a member of the
Joloda Hydraroll team today.

Distributor Logo
Call: +44 151 427 8954
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Email: sales@joloda.com
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Visit: joloda.com

